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PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF STATUS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018
Introduction
The Equita Group is composed of Equita Group S.p.A. (hereinafter also the “Parent Company"), Equita SIM
S.p.A. (hereinafter also the “SIM") and Equita PEP Holding S.r.l., a joint venture with Private Equity Partners
S.p.A..
Equita Group has been listed in the Register of Groups of SIMs since 10/11/2017.
The Parent Company has been listed on the MTA market of Borsa Italiana S.p.A. - STAR segment since
19/10/2018.
Equita Group S.p.A.'s main corporate object is the acquisition of holdings or interests in other companies,
institutions or undertakings and, within such scope, also technical, administrative and financial coordination of
the investees and/or, in any case, the companies belonging to the same group.

The SIM is a company authorized to provide investment services such as:
-

proprietary trading (registration resolution no. 11761 of 22/12/1998)

-

execution of orders on behalf of clients (registration resolution no. 11761 of 22/12/1998)

-

underwriting and/or placement on a firm commitment basis towards the issuer (registration resolution no.
11761 of 22/12/1998)

-

placement without a firm commitment towards the issuer (registration resolution no. 11761 of
22/12/1998)

-

reception and transmission of orders (resolution no. 13227 of 07/08/2001)

-

portfolio management, with the following operating restrictions: without holding, even temporarily,
clients’ cash and financial instruments, and without the assumption of risks by the company (resolution no.
14909 of 15/02/2005)

- investment advisory (Legislative Decree no. 164 of 17/09/2007)
In addition to investment services, the SIM may provide the public with the ancillary services envisaged under
Legislative Decree 58/1998, and carry out related and instrumental activities permitted by the primary and
secondary regulations in force, including the marketing of research and/or information on investments and/or
markets, including electronically.
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The regulations governing the Groups of SIMs provide for specific obligations regarding disclosures on their
capital adequacy, exposure to risks and general features of the systems tasked with identifying, measuring,
controlling and managing risks, as well as on remuneration practices and policies ("public disclosure" or “Pillar
III").
These disclosure requirements are met through this document, which is updated and published annually.
Disclosures of a qualitative and quantitative nature that are relevant for the purposes of the regulations are
described below. Specifically, for a description of the risk management objectives and policies, should be
referred to the section "Risk management objectives and policies", while for details on each risk, reference
should be made to the specific sections.
Information on the types of risk the Group is exposed to is also found in the Notes to the 2018 Consolidated
Financial Statements, as required by the relevant regulations.
The information appearing in this Disclosure refers to the area of prudential consolidation, i.e. the group of
entities subject to consolidation for supervisory purposes. In this regard, Equita SIM SPA (a wholly-owned
subsidiary) was fully consolidated, while 50% of the investee Equita PEP Holding S.r.l. was consolidated
proportionately, in accordance with the provisions of Article 18(4) of the CRR.
This Public Disclosure is available on Equita Group S.p.A.’s website www.equita.eu. All the amounts shown in
the tables below are expressed in Euro, unless otherwise indicated.

Risk management objectives and policies (art. 435 and art. 436 CRR)
In order to manage the risks it may be exposed to, the Group puts in place appropriate corporate governance
mechanisms and management and control systems that are formalized in the context of the corporate
procedures and the ICAAP - ILAAP process. The primary responsibility for the latter lies with the corporate
bodies of the Parent Company. Specifically, the bodies that are parties to the process are the Board of
Directors, the Chief Executive Officer and the Board of Statutory Auditors. In order to cover every facet of the
Group's activities, risk identification activities are carried out involving the bodies and structures of the
subsidiaries.
The Board of Directors:
establishes and approves the general lines of the process;
ensures the timely alignment of the process with any significant change in strategies, organizational
structure and relevant operating environment;
promotes full use of ICAAP data for strategic purposes and receives regular reporting of key risk indicators
in business decisions.
The Chief Executive Officer is in charge for implementing the process for calculating total internal capital,
ensuring that it complies with the strategic guidelines set by the Board of Directors and meets the following
requirements:
considers all the relevant risks;
incorporates forward-looking assessments;
uses appropriate measurement and stress testing methods;
is known and shared by the internal structures;
is properly formalized and documented;
is carried out with due regard for the roles and responsibilities assigned to the functions and corporate
structures by the Board of Directors.
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The Board of Statutory Auditors oversees the adequacy and compliance of the entire ICAAP - ILAAP process and
the risk management and control system with the requirements set out by regulations. In performing its
functions, the Board of Statutory Auditors makes use of all the organizational structures that have a control
function, Internal Audit first and foremost. In performing controls, the Board of Statutory Auditors assesses any
anomalies that may point to malfunctions of the bodies in charge.
The corporate structures that play a major role in the process are listed below:
- The internal Work Group, composed of Risk Management, Compliance and the Financial Department
which, on behalf of the Chief Executive Officer, steers the process of identifying the range of risks which
the Equita Group is or could be exposed to, and assists in the preparation and formalization of the ICAAP ILAAP Report.
- Risk Management is in charge of implementing most of the phases of the process, making use of the data
and information made available by the other corporate areas (including the Finance Department), and of
establishing the methods and tools for identifying, measuring, evaluating, controlling, managing and
mitigating significant risks. Additionally, it establishes the scenarios for each risk category to carry out
sensitivity analysis and stress tests.
- The Finance Department manages liquidity risk by running a daily check on cash availability and
requirements for the company as a whole, oversees the production process of supervisory reports,
prepares long-term plans and the budget, determining the relating impact on capital and liquidity
requirements.
- Internal Audit performs regular audits on the process of assessing internal capital and producing public
disclosures, identifying, where appropriate, areas for improvement in the annual report on the ICAAP ILAAP process, to be submitted to the Board of Directors.
Equita Group S.p.A. has appointed a Risk Manager. The Risk Manager carries out his duties autonomously and
independently, and is not subject to hierarchical constraints on the areas of activity being assessed. The Risk
Manager is tasked with monitoring compliance with the approved limits.
In the risk assessment stage, the following elements were taken into account:
- the core business of the Equita Group,
-

the relevant markets,

-

the inclusion of Equita SIM and the Parent Company in Class 3.

Risks are divided into three macro-categories:
- measurable risks - those for which the Group has methods in place (either regulatory or judgmental) for
calculating internal capital;
-

risks subject to quantitative limits - for which regulatory or internal operating limits subject to monitoring
are in place;

-

unmeasurable risks - for which the Group has assessment and management policies in place.

In these last two cases, the Group does not quantify internal capital absorbed.
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The risks that have been assessed and judged to have potential impacts on the Group, are shown below.
PILLAR I Risks

PILLAR II Risks

market risk

liquidity risk

credit and counterparty risk

interest rate risk

operating risk

concentration risk
reputational risk
strategic risk
leverage risk

Regarding Pillar I risks, the Group adopts the methods envisaged by regulations for quantifying capital
requirements. Specifically, the Group adopts the standardized method for credit risk and market risk, and the
Basic Indicator Approach (BIA) for operating risk.
Below is a summary of the capital adequacy ratios at 31 December 2018.
Own funds - composition

Amount

Common Equity Tier 1 before regulatory adjustments

73,579,223

Total items to deduct

(21,516,590)

TOTAL OWN FUNDS

52,062,633

Internal capital allocated for Pillar I risks
Market risk (including exchange risk)

4,093,893

Credit and counterparty risk (including settlement risk)

2,296,313

Operating risk

8,137,065

TOTAL INTERNAL CAPITAL ALLOCATED

14,527,272

Capital adequacy ratios
Own funds ratio

28.67%

The Group's risk management approaches ensure that the risks taken are aligned with the company's profile
and strategy, and that the overall risk profile associated with the company's strategy remains low. This
considers the ratios and data calculated for the risks that provide external players with a clear understanding of
how the Group manages risks, including the correlation between the Group’s risk profile and its tolerance of
risk.

Objectives, management policies, systems, tools and processes for controlling and mitigating Pillar I risks
The tools for controlling and mitigating the main risks based on the outcome of the above process are
explained below.
MARKET RISK: understood as the risk of losses caused by adverse changes in risk factors (interest rate,
volatility, price, exchange rate) referring to the trading book (financial instruments traded for positioning,
trading and dealing purposes).
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At the assessment date, the Parent Company had no significant positions recorded in the trading book; hence,
the market risk assessment and the description of the controls/procedures in place are related to the
subsidiary Equita SIM. The latter combines the calculation of regulatory capital ratios with an operational
template designed to monitor and measure market risks as described in the Corporate Procedures Manual,
which involves the Company’s entire management structure and contains operating limits approved by the
Board of Directors. A "Risk Committee" has additionally been set up to assist the Chief Executive Officer in
establishing management limits and in coping with specific issues such as the return of positions breaching
both operating and management limits. Risk Management is tasked with verifying compliance with the limits.
Activities on regulated markets account for almost all of the SIM's activities.
CREDIT AND COUNTERPARTY RISK: Credit risk is understood as the risk of loss due to default of debtors on risk
assets other than those in the supervisory trading book. Assets deducted from own funds do not represent risk
assets.
Counterparty risk is understood as the risk of default by the counterparty to a transaction before final
settlement of cash flows from the transaction. It relates to positions in both the trading book and investment
book.
Credit and Counterparty Risk applies mainly to activities carried out by the SIM which, for calculation and
monitoring purposes, follows the indications provided by the Supervisory Authority and applies the
standardized method. The SIM has also adopted a procedure for purchases of OTC options, although this type
of transaction was not implemented in 2018.
Lastly, in order to cover counterparty risk, the SIM has put in place an authorization procedure for third-party
transactions. Under the procedure, each client is assigned an operating ceiling, matching it with the risk
calculated on a daily basis. The ceiling (divided into three levels) is set at the Client level and is assigned
concurrent to the opening of the relationship. Reports that flag limit breaches are submitted by the Risk
Manager to the Risk Operations Committee at the first available meeting. In this regard, this Committee has,
inter alia, the additional task of reviewing, modifying or revoking the ceilings assigned to each client, as well as
assessing the regular reports on the control of the limits set and examining specific cases regarding each client.
OPERATING RISK: understood as the risk of incurring losses as a result of improper or malfunctioning
procedures, human resources and internal systems, or of external events. The definition includes legal risk, but
excludes strategic and reputational risks.
Operating risk is managed by the Parent Company following the guidelines provided by the Supervisory
Authority and calculating the ratio on the basis of the Basic Indicator Approach (BIA) method.
The SIM has adopted procedures that establish the tasks and responsibilities of each corporate function,
regulating the activities and controls to put in place for the various business areas. This represents a safeguard
in terms of mitigating operating risks.
With specific regard to Equita Group S.p.A., the following documents have been approved and define the policy
and procedures framework for mitigating the risk in question.
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-

-

Code of Conduct on Internal Dealing: the Code regulates the disclosure obligations of Relevant Persons and
Closely Associated Persons vis-à-vis the Parent Company, as well as the obligations of such Persons and the
Parent Company vis-à-vis CONSOB and the public;
Procedure for the treatment of inside information and creation and keeping of the Insider Register;
Related-party transactions procedure: the procedure governs the process regarding the identification,
approval and management of related-party transactions carried out by the Group;
Group Code of Conduct: the document identifies and incorporates the principles to be followed by all
those working for the Group companies;
Remuneration policy: the policy outlines the principles that apply to the remuneration of Group staff.
Organization and Management Model pursuant to Legislative Decree 231/2001.

Additionally, the set of procedures of the SIM comprises several documents including:
the Corporate Procedures Manual, which identifies operating procedures and governs the activities related
to investment services;
the Conflict of Interest Management Policy, which governs the management of significant conflict of
interest when performing investment and ancillary services;
the Anti-Money Laundering Manual, which informs staff, particularly those directly involved in the
provision of Investment Services, of the anti-money laundering procedures put in place by the Company;
the Organization and Management Model pursuant to Legislative Decree 231/2001.
The Group has carried out a risk self-assessment of operating risks through interviews, by filling in
questionnaires and matching the results obtained with the accounts. The assessment has also incorporated the
activity previously conducted by the subsidiary Equita SIM.

Corporate Governance
Pursuant to the Bylaws in force at 31 December 2018, the Parent Company is managed by a Board of Directors
composed of 7 (seven) or 9 (nine) members. All the directors must satisfy the requirements of eligibility,
professionalism and integrity provided by law and other applicable provisions. At least 2 (two) directors, in the
case of a Board composed of 7 (seven) members, or 3 (three) directors, in the case of a Board composed of 9
(nine) members, must also meet the independence requirements set forth in Article 148, paragraph 3, of the
TUF, as referred to in Article 147-ter, paragraph 4, of the TUF.
The directors are appointed for a period of 3 (three) financial years, or for the period, in any case not exceeding
3 (three) financial years, established at the time of appointment, and are eligible for re-election. The directors’
term of office expires on the date of the Shareholders' Meeting called to approve the financial statements for
the last year of their term, except for the causes of termination and forfeiture envisaged by law and these
Bylaws.
The members of the Board of Directors are appointed on the basis of lists submitted by the shareholders, in
accordance with the provisions of Article 13 of the Bylaws. The current Board consists of seven members. With
regard to the qualitative feature, only candidates who meet the integrity and professionalism requirements set
out in art. 13 of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998 (TUF) are included in the list. The Board of Directors is called to
verify that its members possess such requirements.
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The table below shows the additional roles held in Italian companies by the directors of Equita Group S.p.A.,
with the situation updated at 31 December 2018
Directors

Total roles at 31 December 2018

Thierry Georges Porte

0

Francesco Perilli

2

Andrea Attilio Mario Vismara

1

Stefano Lustig

2

Sara Biglieri

0

Michela Zeme

0

Massimo Ferrari

2

On 20 July 2017, the Board of Directors of Equita Group resolved to set up the Risk and Control Committee and
approve the related Regulations, which were drawn up on the basis of the provisions of Bank of Italy Circular
285.
The Committee met 10 times in 2018 and its activities, relating mainly to advisory support to the Board of
Directors, were constantly reported to the Board at every first available meeting.
Additionally, the Committee submitted its annual report at the Board meeting of 13 March 2019.

Own funds (art. 437)
The Own Funds of regulated institutions, as governed in Part Two of CRR Regulation 575/2013, are composed
of:
1)

Tier 1 capital
a. Common Equity Tier 1 (CET 1)
b. Additional Tier 1 capital (AT1)
2) Tier 2 capital (T2)
With regard to the capital structure, mention should be made that the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting
held on 16 April 2018 resolved, following approval by the special meeting of the holders of Multiple Vote
Shares, pursuant to Article 2376, first paragraph, of the Italian Civil Code, to convert all the Multiple Vote
Shares into Ordinary Shares, with the resulting loss of the multiple (double) vote assigned to the above
Multiple Vote Shares. The same Meeting also resolved to approve the deletion of the clauses referring to the
Multiple Vote Shares from the Bylaws.
At 31 December 2018, the share capital, fully subscribed and paid up, amounts to € 11,376,345 and is divided
into a total of 50,000,000 shares with no indication of their par value.
The following table shows the reconciliation between the Balance Sheet used for calculating own funds and
regulatory own funds in accordance with Annex I of Implementing Regulation (EU) no. 1423/2013 of
20/12/20131:

1

The differences between this disclosure and the data appearing in the consolidated financial statements stem from the different scope
identified by IAS/IFRS rules and those of prudential consolidation underlying this disclosure.
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Liabilities and equity

Euro

110. Share capital

11,376,345

120. Treasury shares

(4,548,025)

140. Share premium accounts

18,198,319

150-160. Reserves and valuation reserves

44,004,559

Equity

69,031,198

Common Equity Tier 1 before deductions

69,031,198

Assets
90. Intangible assets

(15,044,030)

Other items
Deferred tax liabilities associated with other intangible assets

634,377

Value adjustments due to prudent valuation

(70,169)

Non-significant investments in financials pursuant to art. 36(1)(h)

(2,488,743)

Total CET1 and Total Own Funds

52,062,632

Below is the template on the main features of capital instruments in accordance with the provisions of Annex II
of Implementing Regulation (EU) no. 1423/2013 of 20/12/2013:

1

Issuer

Equita Group S.p.A.

2

Unique identifier

IT0005312027

3

Governing law of the instrument

Italian law

Regulatory treatment
4

Transitional provisions of the CRR

Common Equity Tier 1

5

Post-transitional provisions of the CRR

Common Equity Tier 1

6

Single institution

7

Eligible at the level of individual institution/(sub-)consolidation/individual
institution and (sub-consolidation)
Instrument type

8

Amount recognized in regulatory capital

11,376,345

9

Par value of the instrument

N/A

9a

Issue price

N/A

9b

Redemption price

N/A

10

Accounting classification

Equity

11

Original issuance date

N/A

12

Perpetual or dated

Perpetual

13

Original maturity date

N/A

14

Issuer call subject to prior supervisory approval

N/A

15

Optional call date, contingent call dates and redemption amount

N/A

16

Subsequent call dates, if applicable

N/A

Ordinary shares - art. 28 CRR

Coupons/dividends
17

Fixed or floating dividends/coupons

Variable

18

Coupon rate and any related index

N/A

19

Existence of a dividend stopper

N/A

20a Fully discretionary, partially discretionary or mandatory (in terms of timing)

Fully Discretionary

20b Fully discretionary, partially discretionary or mandatory (in terms of amount)

Fully Discretionary

21

Existence of "step up" or other incentive to redeem

N/A

22

Non-cumulative or cumulative

N/A

23

Convertible or non-convertible

N/A

24

If convertible, conversion trigger (s)

N/A

25

If convertible, fully or partially

N/A
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26

If convertible, conversion rate

N/A

27

If convertible, mandatory or optional conversion

N/A

28

If convertible, specify type of instrument convertible into

N/A

29

If convertible, specify the issuer of instrument it converts into

N/A

30

Write-down mechanisms

N/A

31

If write down, write-down trigger (s)

N/A

32

If write-down, full or partial

N/A

33

If write-down, permanent or temporary

N/A

34

If temporary write down, description of write-down mechanism

N/A

35

Position in subordination hierarchy in liquidation (specify instrument type
immediately senior to instrument)

N/A

36

Non-compliant transitioned features

No

37

If yes, specify non-compliant features

N/A

Below is an own funds disclosure template as set out in Annex IV of Implementing Regulation (EU) no.
1423/2013 of 20/12/2013; non-significant items are excluded.
Common Equity Tier 1: instruments and reserves (Euro)
1 Capital instruments and related share premium accounts
of which: instrument type 1

29,574,664
29,574,664

3 Accumulated other comprehensive income (and other reserves)

44,004,559

6 Common Equity Tier 1 before regulatory adjustments

73,579,223

7 Additional value adjustments (negative amount)

- 70,169

8 Intangible assets (net of related tax liabilities) (negative amount)
16 Own CET1 instruments held directly or indirectly by the institution (negative amount)
Direct and indirect holdings by the institution of Common Equity Tier 1 instruments of financial sector
entities, where the institution does not have a significant investment in those entities (amount above
18 10% threshold and net of eligible short positions) (negative amount)

-14,409,653
-4,548,025

28 Total regulatory adjustments to Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1)

-21,516,590

29 Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1)

52,062,632

44 Additional Tier 1 capital (AT1)
45 Tier 1 capital (T1 = CET1 + AT1)

-2,488,743

52,062,632

58 Tier 2 capital (T2)
59 Total capital (TC = T1 + T2)

52,062,632

60 Total risk-weighted assets

181,590,895

61 Common Equity Tier 1 (as a percentage of the risk exposure amount)

28.67%

62 Tier 1 capital (as a percentage of the risk exposure amount)

28.67%

63 Total capital (as a percentage of the risk exposure amount)
Institution-specific capital buffer requirement (CET1 requirement in accordance with Article 92(1)(a), plus
capital conservation and countercyclical buffer requirements, plus systemic risk buffer, plus G-SII or O-SII
64 buffer, as a percentage of the risk exposure amount)
68 Common Equity Tier 1 available for reserves (as a percentage of the risk exposure amount)
Direct and indirect holdings of the capital of financial sector entities, where the institution does not have
a significant investment in those entities (amount below 10% threshold and net of eligible short
72 positions)
Deferred tax assets arising from temporary differences (amount below 10% threshold, net of relating tax
75 liabilities where the conditions set out in Article 38 (3) are met)

28.67%
4.50%
24.17%
5,455,138
1,855,636
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Capital requirements (art. 438 CRR)
Owing to its size and operational complexity, the Group falls under Class 3. This category includes institutions
that adopt standardized methods, with assets equal to or less than € 3.5 billion.
Regarding the quantification of Pillar I capital requirements, Equita Group S.p.A. adopts the methods envisaged
by regulations, complemented with qualitative assessments. Specific organizational mechanisms are put in
place for "unmeasurable" Pillar II risks. Total internal capital is quantified by aggregating the evidence of the
various components (building-block approach), and outlines the adequacy in respect of the assumptions held in
the business plan. Capital adequacy ratios are monitored daily both at a consolidated level and at the level of
the subsidiary Equita Sim.
The table below summarizes capital requirements at 31 December 2018.
Risk category
Credit and counterparty risk

RWA - weighted assets

Capital requirement

28,383,908

2,270,713

Exposures to central governments

4,639,089

371,127

Exposures to institutions

4,508,506

360,680

Exposures to corporates

5,997,839

479,827

Other exposures

2,586,682

206,935

423,528

33,882

Exposures in default
Retail exposures

-

Exposures to UCITs

8,805,383

704,431

Exposures in equity securities

1,422,881

113,830

51,173,667

4,093,893

Position risk
Concentration risk
Settlement risk
Exchange rate risk

320,002

25,600

-

-

Operating risk

101,713,318

8,137,065

Total RWA

181,590,895

14,527,272

Common Equity Tier 1
Cet1/RWA ratio
Tier 1 capital
Tier 1 capital/RWA ratio
Total own funds
Own funds/RWA ratio

52,062,632
28.67%
52,062,632
28.67%
52,062,632
28.67%
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Exposure to credit and counterparty risk (art. 439, 442 and 453 CRR)
The Parent Company has limited exposure to credit and counterparty risk, due mainly to the available cash on
current accounts and to its exposure to UCITs.
The main operational typologies falling under credit risk stem from the SIM’s activities, and are represented by
exposures to institutions and corporates, deriving from receivables for services rendered, margins with CCPs
and the deposit of cash on current accounts held with banks which Equita makes use of to manage its core
business. This typology also includes the instruments classified in the statutory book as financial assets to be
measured at fair value.
The Group's exposure to credit risk is measured with the standardized method, and the Group has adopted a
procedural system that establishes ex-ante operating limits.
Counterparty risk is measured with the following methods:
Over The Counter (OTC) derivatives: current value method;
Securities Financing Transactions (SFTs): comprehensive method with supervisory adjustments;
Long settlement transactions: current value method.
No "OTC" derivative financial instruments were concluded in this regard in 2018.
The definitions for accounting purposes of “impaired” and “past due” match those used for supervisory
purposes.
On 1 January 2018, the Equita Group adopted the "IFRS9" (International Financial Reporting Standard 9) issued
by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), which supersedes IAS 39 "Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement".
The (trade) receivables book is assessed quarterly, and the results lead to the quantification of a general value
adjustment. The impact of the first-time adoption (on equity) of the new standard amounts to approximately €
-197 thousand. At 31 December 2018, the value adjustments recorded in the income statement amounted to
approximately € 4 thousand.
No specific value adjustments were necessary in 2018.
In order to mitigate the exposure to its settlement bank, general member and clearing agent, the SIM has
entered into a funded credit protection agreement in accordance with applicable law.
Under the agreement, credit and debt items may be netted in the event of default by the bank due to
insolvency, liquidation or any other circumstance envisaged, so that the SIM has the right to receive or the
obligation to pay the net amount.
The following table summarizes the calculation of credit and counterparty risk at 31 December 2018.
Exposures are mainly to Italy (64%) followed by EU (35%) and non-EU (1%) countries, the latter almost all of
which are Zone A countries.
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Credit and counterparty risk
Cash risk assets

RWA - weighted assets
26,695,907

Exposures to central governments

4,639,089

Exposures to institutions

3,491,844

Exposures to corporates

5,895,479

Retail exposures
Defaulted exposures

423,528

Other exposures

2,586,682

Exposures to UCITs

8,236,404

Equity exposures

1,422,881

Guarantees issued and commitments to disburse funds

763,827

Exposures to institutions

92,488

Exposures to corporates

102,360

Exposures to UCITs

568,979

SFT transactions

924,174

Exposures to institutions

924,174

Exposures to corporates

0

Grand total
Settlement risk

28,383,908
320,002
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Unencumbered assets (art. 443 CRR)
The main types of encumbered assets at 31 December 2018, are:
- assets with the settlement bank;
- securities lending transactions
- margins at CCP for proprietary and third-party trading.
The following table shows the amounts of encumbered assets and unencumbered assets.
31 December 2018

Carrying amount of
encumbered assets

Fair value of
encumbered assets

10

40

Carrying amount of
unencumbered
assets
60

Fair value of
unencumbered
assets
90

10

Assets of the
reporting institution

139,830,757

30

Equity instruments

0

0

34,094,801

34,094,801

40

Debt securities

0

0

26,395,333

26,395,333

120

Other assets

158,491,560

139,830,757

98,001,425

31 December 2018

10

Fair value of collateral
received or own debt
securities issued available
for encumbrance
40

1,167,826

-

-

-

Fair value of encumbered
collateral received or own
debt securities issued

150

Collateral received by the
reporting institution
Equity instruments

160

Debt securities

230

Other collateral received
Own debt securities issued
other than own covered
bonds or ABSs

130

240

-

-

1,167,826

-

-

-

31 December 2018

10

Carrying amount of selected
financial liabilities

Matching liabilities, contingent
liabilities or securities lent

Assets, collateral received and
own debt securities issued
other than covered bonds and
encumbered ABSs

10

30

143,379,823

140,998,583
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Exposure to market risk (art. 445 CRR)
Equita Group S.p.A. calculates market risk requirements using the standardized method.
The requirements at 31 December 2018 are set out below.
31 December 2018

Risk class

RWA - weighted assets

Capital requirement

Debt securities position risk

16,375,781

1,310,062

Equity securities position risk

32,188,652

2,575,092

UCITs position risk

2,609,234

208,739

Exchange rate risk

-

-

51,173,667

4,093,893

Grand total

Operating risk (art. 446 CRR)
The Group calculates operating risk capital requirements adopting the Basic Indicator Approach (BIA): it
calculates exposure by applying a single regulatory ratio of 15% of the average of the last three measurements
of the relevant indicator, referring to the year-end situation.
In 2018, the amount calculated based on the above formula was € 8,137,065.

Equity exposures not included in the trading book (art. 447 CRR)
Equity exposures not included in the trading book at 31 December 2018 amounted to € 1,422,881.
These exposures have been recorded under "Financial assets to be measured at fair value" for an amount equal
to € 678,2602.
On initial recognition, these assets were recognized at fair value and, under the IFRS, any changes in value
recognized at each accounts closing date are accounted for in the income statement.

Exposure to interest rate risk on positions not included in the trading book (art. 448)
Group companies are not involved in banking activities and their balance sheet holds deposits and
receivables/payables closely related to the performance of their activities.
The process of measuring interest rate risk on positions not included in the trading book takes place on an
annual basis when the ICAAP - ILAAP Report is prepared, calculated in accordance with the provisions of Annex
C of Circular 285/2013.

2

The amount for Supervisory Reporting purposes differs from the amount accounted for, reflecting, for prudential purposes, the portion of capital instruments not
included in the trading book resulting from the prudential consolidation process of the investment in Equita PEP Holding.
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Remuneration policy (art. 450 CRR)

The Parent Company has prepared the documents relating to the remuneration and incentive policy and has
formalized the operation of the Remuneration Committee, appointed by the Board of Directors and composed
of three directors. The documents identify the key personnel and regulate their remuneration, with specific
regard to the criteria for determining the variable component.
The role of the bodies and corporate functions is shown below:
a)

Shareholders' Meeting: approves the Remuneration Policy and any plans based on financial instruments
(none to date); the Shareholders' Meeting receives ex ante information on the policies to adopt, as well as
ex post information on how the remuneration policies have been implemented;

b) Board of Directors: prepares, submits to the Shareholders' Meeting and reviews the remuneration policy
at least once a year and is responsible for its correct implementation;
c)

Remuneration Committee: it provides advisory and support to the Board of Directors. It meets at least
once a year;

d) The internal control functions are adequately involved in the process for defining the Remuneration Policy
in such a way as to ensure its effective contribution and to preserve independent judgement of the
functions called to perform controls, including ex post.
The following considerations were made on the identification of relevant personnel:
a)

Executive Directors;

b) General Manager and personnel responsible for the main lines of business and/or corporate functions, and
personnel who report directly to the bodies with strategic supervision, management and control functions;
c)

personnel responsible for internal audit, compliance and risk management functions;

d) other personnel who take significant risks;
e)

any other personnel with high total remuneration in the preceding year (in accordance with the
quantitative criteria established by EU Regulation no. 604/2014).

The following assumptions were made on the remuneration policy:
a)

no incentive mechanisms are in place for non-executive directors;

b) no form of variable remuneration is envisaged for the members of the Board of Statutory Auditors;
c)

the remuneration of key personnel (as indicated above) is composed of a fixed and a variable component,
the calculation method of which has been determined by the Board of Directors, assisted by the
Remuneration Committee. The variable remuneration of each job title has been determined by taking
account of the performance and qualitative indicators established, based on the features of the activity
performed.

For the business areas, the performance indicators refer both to quantitative elements, such as revenue
generated and cross-selling activities, and to qualitative elements, such as compliance with operating and
management limits assigned within the framework of risk management, customer retention ability and
improvement of relations.
For the business support areas, the performance indicators refer to the quality of work performed within the
scope of the tasks institutionally envisaged for each function, in addition, inter alia, to the activities performed
in the development of new projects and the innovation of existing processes.

The variable remuneration component is subject to adjustment mechanisms that reflect the risks actually
associated with each asset.
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The remuneration system has not envisaged any plans based on financial instruments in 2018 for directors or
employees.
Aggregate quantitative information on remuneration, broken down by business area – 2018
Business area

Remuneration

Number of personnel

Global Markets

6,342,333

40

Investment Banking

4,644,458

28

Alternative Investment Management
Research Team

1,683,564

7

2,544,891

17

Supporting structures (Finance, Operations, Legal, Control functions) and
General Management

5,097,118

42

Total

20,312,364

134

In 2018, the ratio between the fixed and variable components of Group remuneration stood at approximately
85%.
Aggregate quantitative information on remuneration, broken down by senior management and staff members whose actions have a
material impact on the risk profile of the Group - 2018
No. of
Fixed
key
compensation
personnel
2018
2018

Senior
management
Other key
personnel

Variable compensation
2018

Deferred compensation
2018

cash

of which
shares,
share-linked
instruments
or other
types

cash

unvested
portions

Deferred compensation

recognized
in the year

paid in
the year

reduced
through
performance
adjustments

14

2,784,376

2,561,000

-

939,200

0

1,266,800

0

19

2,080,873

2,012,000

-

377,000

0

570,000

0

New sign-on and severance payments made during the year, and number of beneficiaries
No. of key
personnel 2018

new payments made in 2018
for sign-on
payments

for severance
payments

payments for severance indemnities recognized
in 2018
highest
Amounts
number of
recognized
recognized in
beneficiaries
amount per
2015
person

senior management

-

-

-

-

-

-

residual key personnel

-

-

-

-

-

-

Number of persons with remuneration above € 1 million
With remuneration between € 1 million and € 1.5 million

1

Total remuneration
Chairman
Chief Executive Officer and General Manager
Members of the management body
Members of the Board of Directors and the Board of Statutory Auditors (consolidated figure)

248,485
1,166,442
543,827
1,958,754
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Number of meetings of the Remuneration Committee
Number of meetings in 2018

2

For further information on the Group's Remuneration and Incentive Policies, see the Remuneration Report
published on the website www.equita.eu.
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Leverage (art. 451 CRR)
The leverage ratio (expressed as a percentage) is calculated as the ratio of capital (Tier 1) and the institution's
total exposure, understood as the sum of all exposure values arising from on and off-balance sheet assets.
Equita indicates the leverage ratio in accordance with Article 499(1)(a).
At 31 December 2018, the ratio stood at 18.43%.
The tables below show the calculation of the leverage ratio, in accordance with the provisions of EU Regulation
2016-200 of 15 February 2016, which sets out the implementing technical standards for the disclosure of the
leverage ratio of institutions pursuant to EU Regulation 575/2013.
The risk of excessive leverage is examined by assessing the values used by the indicator in the broader process
of assessing capital adequacy.
Capital and total exposure measure at 31 December 2018
Tier 1 capital
Leverage ratio total exposure measure
Leverage ratio

52,062,632
282,422,129
18.43%

Summary reconciliation of accounting assets and leverage ratio exposures
Amounts applicable

1 Total assets as per published financial statements
Adjustment for entities which are consolidated for accounting purposes but are outside
2
the scope of regulatory consolidation
(Adjustment for fiduciary assets recognized on the balance sheet pursuant to the
3 applicable accounting framework but excluded from the leverage ratio total exposure
measure in accordance with Article 429(13) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013)
4 Adjustment for derivative financial instruments

298,322,468

5 Adjustment for securities financing transactions (SFTs)
Adjustment for off-balance sheet items (i.e. conversion to credit equivalent amounts of
6
off-balance sheet exposures)
(Adjustment for intra-group exposures excluded from the leverage ratio total exposure
EU-6a
measure in accordance with Article 429(7) of Regulation (EU) no. 575/2013)
(Adjustment for exposures excluded from the leverage ratio total exposure measure in
EU-6b
accordance with Article 429(14) of Regulation (EU) no. 575/2013)
7 Other adjustments

-

8 Leverage ratio total exposure measure

-151

1,702,756
(17,602,943)
282,422,129
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Leverage ratio common disclosure
On-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives and SFTs)
1

On-balance sheet items (excluding derivatives, SFTs and fiduciary assets, but including collateral)

(Asset amounts deducted in determining Tier 1 capital)
Total on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs and fiduciary assets) (sum of
3
lines 1 and 2)
Derivatives exposures
Replacement cost associated with all derivatives transactions (i.e. net of eligible cash variation
4
margin)
5
Add-on amounts for PFE associated with all derivatives transactions (mark-to-market method)
EU-5a Exposure determined under Original Exposure Method
Gross-up for derivatives collateral provided where deducted from the balance sheet assets
6
pursuant to the applicable accounting framework

272,430,808

2

(17,602,943)
254,827,865

-

7

(Deduction of receivables assets for cash variation margin provided in derivatives transactions)

-

8

Exempted CCP leg of client-cleared trade exposures)

-

9
10

Adjusted effective notional amount of written credit derivatives
(Adjusted effective notional offsets and add-on deductions for written credit derivatives)

-

11
Total derivatives exposures (sum of lines 4 to 10)
SFT exposures
12

Gross SFT assets (with no recognition of netting), after adjusting for sales accounting transactions

13

(Netted amounts of cash payables and cash receivables of gross SFT assets)

-

25,891,509
-

14

Counterparty credit risk exposure for SFT assets
Derogation for SFTs: counterparty risk exposure in accordance with Articles 429b(4) and 222 of
EU-14a Regulation (EU) no. 575/2013
15
Agent transaction exposures

-

EU-15a (Exempted CCP leg of client-cleared SFT exposures)

-

16
Total SFT exposures (sum of lines 12 to 15a)
Other off-balance sheet exposures
17

Off-balance sheet exposures at gross notional amount

18

(Adjustment for conversion to credit equivalent amounts)

25,891,509
1,702,756
-

19
Total Other off-balance sheet exposures (sum of lines 17 and 18)
1,702,756
(Exposures exempted in accordance with Article 429(7) and (14) of Regulation (EU) no. 575/2013 (on and off-balance
sheet)) (Intra-group exposures (solo basis) exempted in accordance with Article 429(7) of Regulation (EU)
EU-19a no. 575/2013 (on and off-balance sheet))

-

(Exposures exempted in accordance with Article 429(14) of Regulation (EU) no. 575/2013 (on and
EU-19b off-balance sheet))

-

Capital and total exposure measure
20

Tier 1 capital
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Leverage ratio total exposure measure (sum of lines 3, 11, 16, 19, EU-19a and EU-19b)

52,062,632
282,422,129

Leverage ratio
22

Leverage ratio

18.43%

Choice on transitional arrangements and amount of derecognized fiduciary items
EU-23

Choice on transitional arrangements for the definition of the capital measure

fully phased-in

EU-24

Amount of derecognized fiduciary items in accordance with Article 429(11) of Regulation (EU) no.
575/2013

-

21

Split-up of on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs and exempted exposures)
Leverage ratio exposure
(CRR)

272,430,808

EU-2

Total on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs and exempted
exposures), of which:
Trading book exposures

EU-3

Banking book exposures, of which:

220,562,895

EU-4

Covered bonds

EU-5

EU-7

Exposures treated as sovereigns
Exposures to regional governments, MDB, international organizations and PSE not
treated as sovereigns
Institutions

EU-8

Secured by mortgages on immovable property

EU-9

Retail exposures

EU-10

Corporates

EU-11

Defaulted exposures

EU-12

Other exposures (e.g. equity, securitizations, and other non-credit obligation assets)

EU-1

EU-6

51,867,913
3,817,670

165,792,038
23,171,602
282,352
27,499,234
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